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MARKDOWN
"Markdown is a text-to-HTML conversion 
tool for web writers. Markdown allows 
you to write using an easy-to-read, easy-
to-write plain text format, then convert it 
to structurally valid XHTML (or HTML).“

John Gruber, creator of Markdown



EXAMPLE
*This text will appear italicized!*

This text will appear italicized!



EXAMPLE
**This text will appear bold!**

This text will appear bold!



EXAMPLE
## This is a secondary heading

### This is a tertiary heading

This is a secondary heading

This is a tertiary heading



RESOURCES
• http://daringfireball.net/projects/mar

kdown

http://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown


R MARKDOWN
• R markdown files can be used to 

generate reproducible reports
• Text and R code are integrated
• Very easy to create in Rstudio

 no need to generate Readme files



R MARKDOWN
• R markdown is the integration of R code with 

markdown
• Allows one to create documents containing 

"live" R code
• R code is evaluated as part of the processing 

of the markdown
• Results from R code are inserted into 

markdown document
• A core tool in literate statistical programming



WORKFLOW



OPEN FILE
• In Rstudio

– File -> New File -> R Markdown…
– Give it a title, leave defaults, click OK





NEXT
• Click on the Knit HTML Button



Erase the example code



Lets do something useful for your assignment…



EXPLORATORY DATA 
ANALYSIS



#Exploratory Data Analysis with RMarkdown

##Loading the Data

```{r}

data <- read.csv("Paper-Author.csv")

```





##Inspecting the Data with R

###The first few lines of the dataset

```{r}

head(data)

```

###A summary of the dataset

```{r}

str(data)

```



ARE THE FIELDS CORRECT?

WHAT ABOUT THE VALUES?

WHAT ABOUT THE DATA TYPES?



SOME FIRST STEPS TO START WITH

1. Plot the raw data

2. Plot simple statistics

3. Look at plots together



##Some Simple Statistics

```{r}

summary(data)

```





##Some Simple Statistics

```{r}

summary(data)

countTable <- as.data.frame(table(data$Deduped.author.names))

colnames(countTable) <- c("Author","Freq")

median <- c(median(countTable$Freq))

mean <- c(mean(countTable$Freq))

stdev <- c(sd(countTable$Freq))

measures <- c("mean","stdev","median")

values <- c(mean,stdev,median)

descriptiveStats <-data.frame(measures,values)

descriptiveStats

```



###Plotting some simple statistics

The average and standard deviation of average 

paper counts per author

```{r}

library(ggplot2)

ggplot(descriptiveStats,aes(x=measures,y=values)) 

+ geom_bar(stat="identity")

```



Next, let's look at the distribution

```{r}

qplot(countTable$Freq, 

binwidth=1,geom="histogram") 

boxplot(countTable$Freq,data=countTable)

```



Now try to find out how many authors are on a 
paper on average



RESOURCE
• https://www.rstudio.com/wp-

content/uploads/2015/02/rmarkdow
n-cheatsheet.pdf


